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peoples, in East Africa for example, the procedure in
criminal trials is often noticeably un-" judicial "—in contrast
to the procedure of the same peoples in " civil " suits, such
as disputes about property. There is little argument.
Witnesses are sworn, but not cross-examined. The under-
lying arid unforrriulatcd theory, not unreasonable in a small
and close-knit society, clearly is that if a serious crime has
taken place people will know about it, and, among people
who really believe in the supernatural sanctions of an oath,
serious miscarriages of justice on this system are said to
be rare.
West of the Aegean, among what were to become the great
colonizing cities of central Greece, we find in like manner
that Dorians as a rule cling to a more rigid type of con-
stitution than lonians. In Euboia, in the two great rival
cities, Chalkis and Eretria, both Ionian, which ruled the
centre of the island, the monarchies, to which at Chalkis
the King Amphidamas of Hcsiod's passage 1 belonged, give
place to broadly-based upper-class republics of the equestrian
type,2 which lasted until the end of the sixth century.
Evidence on the date of their foundation is lacking; but
both states relied and prided themselves on their cavalry
in the early border wars which they fought for possession
of a strip of desirable territory, the Lclantine Plain,3 and in
Greece political power went with military effectiveness.
This plain, by the way, was fertile and no doubt worth
coveting for simple economic reasons; but its possession
became a question of honour, and after the manner of states
at war the two cities spent more blood and energy over it
than the prize can possibly have been worth. Of the other
cities of the island, the Dryopians of Karystos clung
stubbornly to an isolated independence *; while Histiaia
1 W.D, 054,	a Ar. Pol. iv, 1289&.	8 Str. x, 448-9.
* K, gallantly resists the overwhelming strength both of Persia in 490
and of Athens about 472 j Hdt, vi, 99 ; ix» 103 ; Thk, i, 98 ; cf. Pans, x,
16, 8, for the dedication at Delphoi of a, bronze bull (the type parlant of Eu-boia)
in memory of the former affair.

